The congress focuses on the last period of life and highlights the emotional side of dying. It examines philosophical and psychoanalytical perspectives on the meaning of death and dying for human beings. How do we deal today with the concept of «death drive»?

**registration**

congress-sept2018@sfu.ac.at

**congress fee**

| early bird registration payment until 1st May 2018 | Euro 220,– |
| registration and payment after 1st May 2018 | Euro 290,– |
| student fee | Euro 100,– |

**friday dinner**

Euro 40,–

**excursion to the Viennese central cemetery**

Euro 25,–

**excursion to Sigmund Freud Museum Vienna**

Euro 15,–

**all congress fee payments to account**

**IBAN** AT81 1813 0310 0096 0000

**BIC** BWFBATW1

**bank** Bank für Ärzte und Freie Berufe

**account owner** Sigmund Freud University

**congress coordination**

Mag. Kristina Dojder

mail kristina.dojder@sfu.ac.at   phone +43 1 798 40 98 ext 410
thursday  
september 6th

14:15  
Alfred Pritz & Nicole Aknin  
opening and welcome speeches

14:45  
Barbara Fitzgerald  
death and psychoanalysis

15:15  
Nicole Aknin  
the role of defense mechanisms on death and dying

15:45  
coffee break

16:15  
Elena Savicheva  
the psychoanalyst as a container of mummified objects of the patient

16:45  
Tatiana Mizinova  
after us – dying as a trigger of aggressiveness and destructive impulses

17:15  
Karl Golling  
psychoanalytic view on mourning

17:45  
discussion

18:00  
reception and cocktails at sfu

friday  
september 7th

09:45  
coffee/tea

10:00  
Rainer Danzinger  
death & humor

10:30  
Alexander Filts  
dying postmodern: what are the consequences for psychoanalysis

11:15  
coffee break

11:45  
Svetlana Uvarova  
death as the truth of life

12:15  
Roman Kechur  
death: how do you learn about things completely unknown

12:45  
Iztok Zver  
death is inevitable, meaninglessness is not

13:15  
lunch

14:45  
Brigitte Sindelar  
children's ideas about death

15:15  
Markus Fäh  
killing, death and dying – wishes, fantasies and anxieties

15:45  
Parov Anzelc  
what can dying tell us about life? remarks on the incomprehensible fact of death

16:15  
coffee break

16:45  
Kristina Dojder  
client suicide: the worst fear of the young psychoanalyst

17:15  
Stéphane Amar  
from clinic to theory: towards a redefinition of death anxiety

17:45  
discussion

18:00  
dinner: HEURIGER ZIMMERMANN

saturday  
september 8th

09:45  
coffee/tea

10:00  
Mikhail Reshetnikov  
life and death ideas about psyche

10:30  
Adrian Rhodes  
we are Manchester! public grieving in a secular age

11:15  
coffee break

11:45  
Paul Kestemont  
burnout: an experience of death

12:15  
Volodymyr Mamko  
the subject's death and the dying body

12:45  
Milos Zidanik  
slaughter of animals – a silent trauma of Slovenian countryside

13:15  
Lunch

14:45  
Aleksander Lavrini  
personal experience of death and psychoanalysis with a case study

15:15  
Boris Eriomin  
life in a dead world. the psychosis of everyday life

15:45  
Alfred Pritz  
ars moriendi – the art of dying

16:15  
discussion

16:30  
closing ceremony

sunday  
september 9th

10:00  
excursion to the Viennese central cemetery  
Wiener Zentralfriedhof

13:00  
excursion to  
Sigmund Freud Museum Vienna